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1. Marxists theorist pstulates that ____ distribution of benefits cannot occur within the 
international capitalist system.

     	      common

     	--->> equitable

     	      right

     	      wrong

2. Structuralists argued that the international market perpetuates backwardness and 
____ in the south and encourages dominance by the north.

     	--->> dependency

     	      pendency

     	      equality

     	      emerge

3. What was the effect of new pluralism  on monetary management?

     	--->> more difficult

     	      less difficult

     	      difficult

     	      more common

4. The management of the international economic system was helped by overarching 
agreement on key principles of administration.

     	--->> TRUE

     	      FALSE

     	      non of the above

     	      true and false

5. Domestic politicization has been an important constraint on international ______.
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     	--->> management

     	      managers

     	      politics

     	      controllers

6. The creation of a separate eastern economic system was part of the Soviet Union 
post-war policy of dominance _____.

     	      Northern Europe

     	      Southern Europe

     	      Western Europe

     	--->> Eastern Europe

7. The United States emerged from World War I as the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s largest 
____and the only major net creditor.

     	      industrial

     	      power

     	--->> industrial power

     	      bipolar power

8. On American declaration on August 15, 1971 attempts were made under American 
direction to develop a new multilateral ______.

     	      monetary control

     	      monetary power

     	      monetary capital

     	--->> monetary system

9. A major instigator of the Breton Woods system is _______

     	      Henry D.

     	--->> Henry D. White

     	      D. White
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     	      Henry White

10. The world economy was heavily influenced by the rise of modern multinational 
corporations and ____ .

     	      farms

     	      computers

     	--->> banks

     	      intitutes
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